Automated Text Augmentation with Web-Based Interface Application Using Flask Framework for Indonesian Text
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Abstract. In real world, data and resources available for text classification are limited. One of issues on labelled data is imbalanced data. Problem of imbalanced data affects performance and accuracy of model because the model only focuses on data with majority label. Therefore, the measure of model accuracy cannot describe the true quality of model. To overcome this, an oversampling approach is carried out. Text-based oversampling is known as text augmentation. However, NLP resources for Indonesian, especially in performing text augmentation, are still limited. Therefore, this research conducts development of a web application to augment Indonesian text automatically. The application was built using prototype method. The application was successfully built and can facilitate users to perform augmentation automatically for all texts in the dataset. Users can select preferred augmentation technique and are required to upload datasets as input. The output of application is same dataset file as input with an additional column containing synthetic text augmented by the application. This application can contribute to further research in performing text augmentation for Indonesians.

1. Introduction
Modernization that occurs in this digital era brings changes to human activities. Digitized human activities produce digital traces and data [1]. The generated data has a large volume, increases in a short time, high diversity, and advanced processing to get value and information in it. Data with these characteristics is referred to as big data. The potential of big data which can be a source of information makes experts and researchers intensively continue to improve the quality of big data. One type of data in big data is text data. Text data analysis has an important role in various fields in government and business. Processing and analysis of text data is carried out using natural language processing (NLP), which is on of branch of artificial intelligence (AI). NLP can process text automatically like humans do [2].

One of the fundamental tasks in NLP is text classification. Text classification is commonly applied to filter spam emails, sentiment analysis, and hate speech detection [3]. Classification is supervised learning and thus requires a dataset for the training process. However, the data obtained from actual cases in the real world are often imperfect to support the training process so that it requires various additional processing before being elaborated. One of the issues related to datasets for text classification is imbalanced data. In imbalanced data condition, the number of instances between labels is significantly different [4][5][6]. Imbalanced data condition needs to be a concern and resolved before classifying. This is
because in imbalanced data, the distribution of sample data for training becomes imbalanced so that classification will tend to ignore labels with a small number and focus on labels with large instances. The model's ability to predict correctly is valid for majority label only. In fact, for some cases, the ability of the model to correctly predict minority labels is more important, for example in spam, fraud, and hate speech detection. Where instances with these labels generally have a smaller number in real world. Even high accuracy values cannot be used as an illustration of the model's performance because the model mostly correctly classifies only the majority labels [6][7].

Handling imbalanced data has two approaches, which are internal and external approaches [8]. The external approach is considered more adaptive compared to the internal approach because the internal approach is done by modifying the algorithm to adjust the distribution and characteristics of dataset so that it causes problems if applied to different datasets. Meanwhile, external approach uses the concept of resampling to deal with dataset imbalance. Possible solutions are undersampling and oversampling. The oversampling approach means increasing the samples of the minority labels to make it close to the size of the majority labels, while the undersampling approach means reducing the samples of majority labels to make it close to the size of minority labels [8]. In case of text classification, oversampling with SMOTE method is widely used to handle imbalanced data. This is proven by research that obtained result that SMOTE is better than other undersampling or oversampling methods [9]. However, application of SMOTE on text data cannot be done on the original text, but on text features [10] or their representations [11]. Therefore, the additional text data from SMOTE results are not good in language and context from the original data labels so that they do not overcome textual data [12]. SMOTE does not pay attention to the semantics and syntax of the original text examples [13]. In fact, semantics and syntax are very important in text processing to obtain context and meaning.

To overcome the shortcomings of SMOTE in handling unbalanced text data, another alternative is needed. As mentioned before, context is very important in text processing. The role of NLP becomes very important here. However, there are limitations in NLP resources and systems to do so, especially in Indonesian. Indonesian is one of the low-resource languages in the field of NLP [14]. In fact, according to Internet World Stats, Indonesian is the fourth most used language on the internet with a total of around 171 million users worldwide. However, the progress of NLP research in Indonesia has been slow [15]. It creates a problem because the availability of good datasets plays an important role in determining model performance and accuracy. Dataset development is necessary, but it also requires adequate resources.

One alternative to improve the quality of text datasets is text augmentation. Text augmentation can be used as one of the alternative techniques to support the development of NLP resources [16]. The main challenge of applying text augmentation to text classification is how to generate new text without affecting the original label [17]. English and Chinese text augmentation research was conducted with the help of Thesaurus to select synonyms as substitute words [18]. The application of synonym replacement was also carried out to improve classification performance on Indonesian datasets [19]. The method used is synonym-based text augmentation, which replaces one or several words in a sentence with their synonyms. Replacement of synonyms to produce new text data for English is done by adding a POS tagging (part of speech tagging) task to find out the class of words so that the synonyms obtained are the right equivalent and in accordance with the context of the sentence [19][20]. Another more advanced and practical augmentation technique for English utilizes Cloud API NLP [21]. In this study, SyntaxNet, Google Translate API, and various augmentation techniques were used.

The development of text augmentation for English is so rapid that there are many resources to make text augmentation easier. For Indonesians, the application of text augmentation has not been done much. This is related to the availability of NLP resources. Therefore, research in the field of Indonesians NLP, especially text augmentation, has potential to continue to be developed. In line with this, many text classification cases face the problem of imbalanced data. In fact, as mentioned earlier, imbalanced text data needs to be handled before further processing so that the model and classification results are truly accurate and reliable. Handling imbalanced data becomes important when these problems arise in the research conducted. However, researchers need to learn and explore more about handling imbalanced
data up to text augmentation. The research becomes broader because it should not be included in the domain and focus of the research. The process can take more time and effort. In addition, text augmentation tools for Indonesian language are still limited and inadequate. The lack of resources for text augmentation in Indonesian is the motivation for this research. The existence of an automatic text augmentation application for Indonesian can be one of the text augmentation tools in helping and facilitating researchers when facing unbalanced data problems. With automation in performing text augmentation, the time in processing text data becomes faster, more practical, and easier, researchers do not have to think about the complicated concepts and techniques that run behind it.

Based on the description that has been explained, this research focuses on the problem of how text augmentation for Indonesian can be done easily, practically, and saves time. Therefore, the purpose of this research is to design and build a web application for text augmentation in Indonesian automatically. The results of the research are expected to contribute to future research by helping to perform the text augmentation process more simply and without having to think about the complicated process behind it.

2. Methods

2.1. Research scope
This research develops the field of NLP in performing text augmentation for Indonesian language by designing and building a web-based application for automated text augmentation. The augmentation technique used is based on synonym replacement and back translation. There are three techniques applied which are explained below. All techniques were initiated by the author in his previous research [22].

1. Synonym replacement
   The synonym replacement technique [20] uses POS tagging and Thesaurus. POS tagging is performed using the CRF model [23] to detect class of each word in a sentence. Meanwhile, the thesaurus used is Indonesian Thematic Thesaurus by Language Development and Guidance Agency of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology of the Republic of Indonesia as a synonym dictionary. The thesaurus can be accessed via web with the link https://tesaurus.kemdikbud.go.id/tematis/ using Python module. Synonym replacement is done based on the combination of word tag with word. If the combination has a synonym in Thesaurus, then word can be replaced with its synonym. Otherwise, the original word will still be used. First label in Thesaurus will be selected on the grounds that it is most widely used. If more than one synonym is found, then randomisation is performed.

2. Synonym replacement with optimization
   The synonym replacement with optimization technique has the same working principle as the synonym replacement technique. The optimization is done by using Fasttext Indonesian word vector model[16] to measure similarity between original word and its synonyms. All synonyms obtained from Thesaurus will be checked for their similarities with the original word. The selected synonyms must have a similarity of 0.5 [23][24]. If there is more than one synonym, then randomisation is performed. This technique aims to improve the previous synonym replacement technique in selecting synonyms. The selected synonyms really have semantic closeness to the original word.

3. Back translation
   The augmentation technique with back translation utilizes freely accessible Google Translate API to translate text. Back translation has the concept of paraphrasing by translating the original text into another language which is referred to as an intermediate language and then translate it back into Indonesian. There are five intermediate languages used in this augmentation application, namely English, Chinese, Malay, Javanese, and Tagalog. The selection of languages is based on the intensity of the use of languages other than Indonesian by the Indonesian people and the proximity of languages and the findings of previous research [24].
Web applications built using text augmentation techniques are suitable for short texts. Long text augmentation is still possible. However, the results are not good, especially when using techniques with synonym replacement bases that do not pay attention to punctuation. The alternative that can be chosen is to use the back translation technique when augmenting long texts.

2.2. Application design and development
The purpose of developing this augmentation application is to be able to perform augmentation automatically without needing to pay attention to complicated process behind it. For this reason, the application built is a web-based interface application that performs augmentation based on several augmentation techniques provided. The general design of the augmentation application can be seen in Figure 1. To be able to perform automatic augmentation on web application, several inputs are required, that are augmentation technique, intermediate language, and dataset. Then, the web application will run augmentation process. The output given to the user is same dataset file as input with an additional column containing augmented text.

![Figure 1. Input output design.](image)

The web application was built using Flask as a web development framework accessed with Python and HTML, CSS, and Javascript programming languages for web development and applied using Jupyter Notebook. Application development is carried out using the prototype method. Prototyping is a system development process that uses a prototype approach [25]. Prototype is defined as a tool that gives developers and users an idea of how the system functions in its complete form. The development and testing of prototypes of applications made is done quickly through interactions and iterative processes commonly used by information systems experts and business experts. The prototype method allows users to have a basic overview of the program and do initial testing. Prototyping has the concept of simplifying and accelerating system design. This method is best used when the requirements definition is not yet clear in detail [25].

![Figure 2. Prototyping process [26].](image)
2.3. Implementation and testing
The web application that has been built according to the design is implemented using the original dataset. The datasets used have two different characteristics. The first dataset contains text with formal language. The formal text dataset used is Indonesian online news headline text (CLICK-ID Dataset) [27]. Meanwhile, the second dataset contains texts with informal language which is colloquial language containing unstandardized words or slang words such as unstandardized writing, abbreviations, typos, and others. The informal text dataset used is a user comment text on an Indonesian online news portal [9].

3. Results

3.1. Application Design
The web-based interface application built has the function of performing the dataset augmentation process automatically. The application input is in the form of .xls or .xlsx format files consisting of at least two columns, namely id and text. The writing of the column names must be the same and will be validated in the application which will be explained next. Users can choose preferred augmentation technique among three techniques, that are synonym replacement, synonym replacement with optimization, and back translation. Output of the application is the same file as input file with addition of gen_text column which is the augmented synthetic text.

The augmentation application created has one main feature which is generating text. Figure 3 shows the use case diagram of the application. Text generation feature has functions tied to it. When generating text, the function of selecting a technique, uploading a dataset, and going to the download page must be executed. Then, there is one function that is an extension of the action of selecting a technique, when selecting a technique then there is a possibility of the select language action being performed. Select language is performed when the user chooses the back translation technique.

![Figure 3. Use case diagram for augmentation application.](image)

The process flow when the application is running based on the use cases that have been created previously can be seen through the activity diagram in Figure 4. When the user enters the main page, instructions will be displayed to select an augmentation technique and upload a dataset. If the user chooses back translation augmentation technique, language options will be displayed for the translation process. The user is instructed to select one language. Then, the user can generate text if they have uploaded the dataset. If dataset has not been uploaded correctly, the validation process will display a command to upload the dataset first or correct the data structure in dataset. After that, the augmentation process can be run. After a while, the augmentation is complete. The user will be redirected to the download page. On the download page, the user can download the augmented dataset and perform augmentation again. If the user chooses to perform augmentation again, the user will be taken to the main page and can augment again in the same way.
3.2. Application Interface and Overview

On the main page that can be seen in Figure 5, the user is given a visualization to enter input in the form of a selection of available augmentation techniques and a box for uploading the dataset to be augmented. In the technique selection, information about the estimated processing time calculated for short text is also displayed. In addition, the box for uploading the dataset provides information about the specified dataset file format, namely .xls or .xlsx. The dataset must have at least a single text and id column, where text is the text to be augmented and id is the index of each text. The name and writing of the column must be as specified. When input has been entered, the user simply presses the generate text button to perform augmentation process. The augmentation process runs only for one augmentation. This considers the time for one augmentation which is quite long if the dataset is large. Furthermore, when the user chooses the back translation augmentation technique, the application displays information about the selected language and language options as an intermediate language that can be selected. For one augmentation process, the user is asked to choose only one language. The display when selecting the back translation technique can be seen in Figure 6. Then, when the user switches from back translation to another technique, the language selection will disappear and the selected language information is still displayed. This is done to help users and not confuse them. The input of augmentation techniques and language options when choosing back translation applies a default value so that even if the user does not choose, the augmentation process can continue as long as the dataset file has been uploaded. The default value for augmentation technique is synonym replacement and for language option is English.

![Diagram](image-url)

Figure 4. Activity diagram for augmentation application.
Then, to enter dataset file to be augmented, the user simply presses the select file button and selects the file to be uploaded. Users can only select one dataset file for augmentation. The display of the dataset upload process can be seen in Figure 7. File formats that can be uploaded are .xls or .xlsx so that the application has added file format validation to make it easier for users. Therefore, the files read by the application in the user directory are only .xls and .xlsx format files. In addition, to be able to perform augmentation, a dataset from the user is required. Therefore, the input file is set to be required by using the required attribute in HTML. When the user has not uploaded the dataset file correctly, the web application will display a pop up as a validation step in the file upload section as shown in Figure 8.

The inputted dataset file must fulfil the specified data structure so that it can be read by the application and further augmentation is performed. The dataset must at least have id and text columns with appropriate column names, no typos. Additionally, the id and text columns must not be redundant. Therefore, the web application performs strict validation of the dataset. The application will check the data structure when the generate text button is pressed and provide feedback in the form of a pop up such as validation of having inputted the dataset before. The feedback provided is error information on
the dataset. Table 1 shows the validation result feedback message for checking the dataset structure. The display regarding data structure errors in the application is shown in Figure 9.

**Figure 7.** Dataset upload process.

**Figure 8.** Dataset input validation.

**Table 1.** Validation messages for dataset structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Translated</th>
<th>Original (in Bahasa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Id=0 dan text=0</td>
<td>Id and text columns are not detected. Make sure column exists and column name matches</td>
<td>Kolom id dan text tidak terdeteksi. Pastikan ada dan nama kolom sesuai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Id=0 dan text=1</td>
<td>Id column is not detected. Make sure column exists and column name matches</td>
<td>Kolom id tidak terdeteksi. Pastikan ada dan nama kolom sesuai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Id=0 dan text&gt;1</td>
<td>Check again. Redundant text column and id column is not detected</td>
<td>Periksa kembali. Kolom text redundan dan kolom id tidak terdeteksi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>Translated</td>
<td>Original (in Bahasa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Id=1 dan text=0</td>
<td>Text column is not detected. Make sure column exists and column name is correct</td>
<td>Kolom text tidak terdeteksi. Pastikan ada dan nama kolom sesuai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Id=1 dan text&gt;1</td>
<td>Redundant text column, only 1 column allowed</td>
<td>Kolom text redundan, hanya boleh 1 kolom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Id&gt;1 dan text=0</td>
<td>Check again. Redundant id column and text column is not detected</td>
<td>Periksa kembali. Kolom id redundan dan kolom text tidak terdeteksi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Id&gt;1 dan text=1</td>
<td>Redundant id column, only 1 column allowed</td>
<td>Kolom id redundan, hanya boleh 1 kolom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Id&gt;1 dan text&gt;1</td>
<td>Id and text columns are redundant, there can only be 1 of each</td>
<td>Kolom id dan text redundan, hanya boleh masing-masing 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 9. Validation example for dataset structure](image)

When the generate text button is pressed and the input provided has passed validation, the web application automatically processes the dataset for augmentation. The process takes time so that web will present the generating display as information on running process as shown in Figure 10. The display apart from the title and description of generating has its transparency set with an opacity of 0.3 so that the user will not be distracted from the previous page, but can still provide information that The user needs to wait for the process that is running. The language selection input, dataset input, and the generate text button are set to readonly.
When the augmentation process is complete, the web page will automatically change to the download page as shown in Figure 21. The download page is made not much different from the main page in order to reduce the user’s cognitive load. For this reason, the technique input and dataset upload sections are still displayed. Information about the selected technique and language if using back translation is still displayed to make it easier for users. However, disabled or unclickable mode is applied so that users cannot make changes. In addition, the select file button is changed to a description of the process completed which indicates the process has been successful and the button cannot be used again.

To download the augmented dataset file, the user simply presses the download results button. Users can also perform augmentation again by pressing the generate other data button. This button will take the user back to the main page as when they first visited the web and can perform the automatic augmentation process from the beginning in the same way. When the user presses the download results button to download the augmented dataset, the dataset file will be automatically downloaded and added to the device's download directory.

The augmented dataset has an .xls or .xlsx format consisting of several columns. The gen_text column is an additional column from the augmentation process performed by the web application. The gen_text column contains the new augmented text derived from the original text in the text column and corresponds to the id in each instance. The other columns available in the dataset are columns from the
original dataset file. An example of the data structure of the augmentation result file from the application can be seen in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Application output.

3.3. Application Strengths and Limitations
This application can process text automatically to obtain synthetic text that is a paraphrase of the original text. Users can choose augmentation techniques by considering the purpose and importance as well as computation time. The augmentation performed in this application applies randomisation to the synonym replacement technique and five different intermediate language to the back translation technique, so as to produce several different synthetic texts. In addition, the augmentation process is performed on entire dataset so that users can immediately get output in the form of a new dataset. Overall, this augmentation application helps in creating new text and is easy to implement especially for handling cases of unbalanced data in text classification.

This application still needs improvement. If user wants to perform augmentation more than once, user must repeat the process as many times as desired. The development that can be done is to add input in the form of the number of outputs so that any amount of augmentation can be done in just one processing. To be widely accessible, this augmentation application requires a server for hosting and publication. Researchers only use github for documentation as well as publication.

4. Conclusion
This research has designed and built a web application for automatic Indonesian text augmentation. The application was built using the prototyping method to obtain the best results through a repetitive development and testing process. The application development process utilizes the Python Flask framework integrated with HTML, CSS, and Javascript web programming languages. The required inputs of the application are the choice of augmentation technique, the dataset, and the choice of language for back translation, while the output produced is augmented dataset file. This application can contribute to further research in performing text augmentation for Indonesians.

5. Limitations and Suggestions
There are several limitations and suggestions that can be made as improvements for further research.
1. The augmentation process can take quite a long time, depending on how large the dataset is to be augmented. Therefore, it is better if a progress bar is made that shows the progress of the augmentation process. In this study, we only used a loading display which only shows the process in progress, but does not provide information regarding progress.
2. Future research can do the same with more advanced augmentation techniques.
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